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Introduction

Following the findings of the Housing Needs Assessment produced by AECOM, it was
agreed with TVBC that the Neighbourhood Plan would be the most appropriate
mechanism to allocation sites for residential development in order to meet the
requirements set out.

Process Overview

The Steering group developed criteria for assessing the suitability of sites. This was
based on a variety of documents and good practice guides such as  ‘Site Assessment
for Neighbourhood Plans: A toolkit for neighbourhood planners’. It set out that:

“Sites that should be considered include:

● Sites known to the community

● Sites identified by the neighbourhood planning group

● Sites allocated or proposed for allocation in the adopted or emerging development
plan. These are usually found in a site allocation document. Also check the
evidence base, particularly the Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA/
HELAA) or employment land review for deliverable sites within the neighbourhood
plan area.

● Other sites in the area with development potential, e.g. sites that have come
forward through a recent Call for Sites or pre-application discussions. This
information can be requested from your LPA.”

A number of possible sites for residential development around Charlton were
identified at the beginning of the process, mainly derived from the 2014 Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and the subsequent SHELAA prepared
by Test Valley Borough Council (TVBC). This resulted in a total of 8 sites.  There was
only one other piece of land within the Parish boundary which could potentially be
considered, this was added to the list for assessment.

No call for sites was undertaken due to the recent call for sites undertaken by TVBC (it
is recommended that this is undertaken where this was in excess of 3 years ago).   No
other suitable sites in Charlton were considered as none such existed other than the
aforementioned, as such there were no additional sites added.

The criteria chosen reflected both the templates set out in the guides, combined with
the vision and objectives of the neighbourhood plan and local and national planning
policy.

The sites are required to demonstrate that they are suitable, available, and achievable.
The same criteria and scoring method has been used for each site to ensure consistency

However, in order to ensure a separation of the assessment from the drafting of criteria,
a separate working group chosen from the residents forum undertook the assessment of
site suitability against the criteria.

The working group undertook an initial assessment which eliminated certain sites due to
different factors. Other sites included those which had been previously rejected or
excluded in the SHLAA/ SHELAA were reassessed in more detail, particularly where there
had been a material change in circumstances.

● The land to the south/ south west of SHLAA 149 has not been assessed as it is a
Scheduled Ancient Monument or immediately adjacent to it.

● SHLAA 169 has not been assessed as it is a small site which has been the subject of
planning and prior approval applications for 3 dwellings. Whilst at this point
approval has not been granted, it is considered likely that prior approval for a
change of use to residential is probable at some point in the future.

● SHLAA 150 has not been assessed because it has been the subject of a planning
application and now been developed.

● SHLAA 032 has not been included as it is being developed as a crematorium.

Methodology

The overleaf site assessment has been made based on the following evaluation, with
each criterion explained below. Sites have been scored to summarise the assessment
findings. In this instance, each site has been given a ‘red-amber-green’ traffic light
scoring, which indicates:

● where a site performs poorly against the criteria, or there is an insurmountable
constraint (red);

● performance is average against the criteria / some constraints but they can be
mitigated (amber);

● performs well against the criteria (green).

The sites have then been ranked according to how well they score against the criteria.



Undertaking the evaluation of Site Criteria - how each criterion was evaluated:

Sustainability Q 1-6

● The first 7 evaluations for each CHAR site (items 1-7) comes directly from the surveys made
locally by residents.

● When considering pedestrian distances - can use Google maps measuring tool to measure to
the centre of the village.

● Generally a "safe" distance of 400m or less is considers good (green), and if 401-800m is
considers less good (amber), or if longer or of compromised safety would be poor (red).

● Criteria items A-C relate to information gained from landowners as to their willingness to
make their land available for alternative use in the Neighbourhood Development Plan. An
unequivocal yes gives green and unequivocal no gives red.

● Criterion D identifies particular environmental and ecology/wildlife considerations. The
existence of legally protected species, vegetation etc inc. important hedgerows.

● Criterion E looks at Tree Preservation Orders  TPO's in middle of site marked red, but if only
on border, then amber. None - green

● the extent that sites would be 'Greenfield'. A Greenfield site is less desirable (red). Partial
previous building - even of a stable would indicate amber and full previous building
development would indicate green as a fully Brownfield site.

● Criterion F looks at any archaeological interest. Within the site - red, adjacent amber, none -
green

● Criterion G looks at heritage assets. Listed Buildings and their setting. Scheduled Ancient
Monuments and Locally listed buildings. Within or affecting the setting - red, close proximity
but not harming setting - amber, no impact green

● Criterion H looks at agricultural land - Any site with any Grade 2 or above land flagged red.
Grade 3a or b - amber or 4 etc/ non-agricultural graded land is flagged green.

● Criterion I considers infrastructure deficiencies notably road capacity and potential
requirement for additional services and facilities as a result. Graded on level of impact -
significant, moderate, low to none.

● Criterion J looks at landscape quality - long distance impact is flagged red. otherwise green.

● Criterion K looks at flood risk or established drainage problems - either on site or risks to
adjacent housing etc.  Graded on level of impact - significant, moderate, low to none.

● Criterion L considers access to the highway network. Graded on level of suitability - width of
access and visibility - appropriate - red, satisfactory with mitigation - amber, unacceptable -
red.

● Criterion M distance to healthcare facilities. pedestrian and bus access is considers. In the
absence of bus cover, and if safe, a distance of 400m to be considers green, 800m amber and
longer or less safe routes flagged red. If bus access is good the site is considers green.

●  Criterion N specifically considers the walking distance and safety to access regular bus
services.

● Criteria O and P considers access to shops and community facilities on the same approach as
M above.

● Criterion Q considers walking distances to schools with consideration of safety. Graded on
distance and safety.

● Criterion R looks at traffic and parking issues and risks. This included risks of over-spill on-
road parking and the extent of consequences.

● Criterion S looks at the extent that a site is already within or continuously next to the built
settlement.

● Criterion T  looks at natural or existing boundaries to the site and its enclosure.

● Criterion U considers any constraints on the type of housing that a site might take preventing
it having a full mix. For example if it is considers to be only able to take low ridged properties
etc " Criterion AA considers whether development of a given site could expand Charlton in a
way that could set up precedents for further development - involving a trend towards merger
with another settlement. High risk (red), medium considered amber risk and none - green.

● Criterion AB considers whether a site would be in keeping with, or constrained by, the built
density and character of its surrounds.

● Criterion AC considers whether the potential development use for a site would be compatible
with its neighbouring uses, including with reference to open countryside, taking account of
the quality of trees and hedges on the boundaries.

● Criterion AD considers whether development would support the vitality and viability of the
Village Centre and facilities.

● Criterion AE considers if a site is important by way of public access, right of way or recreation
facilities or open space.

● Criterion AF gives particular attention to the landscape setting of the village looking in from
outside, taking due account of topography and green screening. strong impact flagged red,
moderate amber, little or none - green

● Finally AG-AJ look at potential uses for given sites.

●  As information, AK-AM give an outline of space requirement for uses other than housing.
Below the proposal section, the information box shows the full size of sites in hectares and
existing use.
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The Site assessment show that site CHA1 has the
most favourable ranking, in excess of the next
potential site which is CHA5, followed by site CHA2.

Major issues for CHA1 are TPOs, but these are not
insurmountable, agricultural land classification
(comparable to Charlton as a whole and the size of
the site for further infrastructure.

The issues for CHA5 relate to the access, setting of
heritage assets, archaeological interest, agricultural

land classification and surface water flooding, and
the size of the site for further infrastructure.

Key factors for CHA2 are access, agricultural land
classification (comparable to Charlton as a whole),
surface water flooding and the size of the site for
further infrastructure.

The previous SHLAA and SHELAA findings for each
site have also been assessed and are included
overleaf.



The below table identifies potential constraints and the relevant information sources regarding each constraint. The information in
this table is used by the Council when assessing site suitability for the SHLAA.

Factors to be considered Constraints and sources of information

1.  Physical limitations

Access
● Planning history

Infrastructure
● Electricity pylons (Scottish and Southern Electric, Council records)

● Highways/Local Road network (Highways Officer & Highways Agency)

Ground Water Protection Zone
● Environment Agency

Flood risk – river and tidal based flooding
● Environment Agency

Land contamination

2.  Potential impacts

Tree Preservation Orders
● Council records

Conservation Areas
● Council records

Listed Buildings
● Historic England

Landscape/ townscape impact
Separation of settlement
● Revised Local Plan policy

Character of the area
Potential of Archaeological Interest
● Hampshire County Council

Historic parks and gardens
● Historic England

Protected species
● Natural England

Agricultural land quality (Grade 1 to 3a)
● Council land records

Mineral Consultation areas
● Hampshire County Council

3.  Appropriateness and likely market
attractiveness for the type of development
proposed

4.  Contribution to regeneration priority
areas There are no identified regeneration priority areas within the Borough

5.  Environmental/amenity impacts
experienced by would be occupiers and
neighbouring residents

Railway line
● Ordnance survey map

Rights of way
● Hampshire County Council

Neighbouring uses
● Council records



Status:

The majority of the site (as shown by the yellow dotted outline)  currently under
development for 85 dwellings following an appeal APP/C1760/A/14/2222867 granted
in 15 May 2015.

The remainder of the site as identified in the SHLAA/ SHELAA however has been
assessed for the purposes of this assessment.

The site area available measures 3.6 hectares.

It should also be noted that previous Appeal and Local Plan Inspectors also found that
the site as a whole could be developed without undue harm to the landscape setting.



Status:

Currently permitted development for crematorium following planning application ref
17/02610/FULLN - now being developed.



Status:

No current planning applications

Key Concerns:

● The site suffers from surface water flooding and potential mineral
extraction constraints.

● Archaeology

● Impact of Public Rights of Way

● Landscape impact to the north

● Access

● Setting of designated heritage assets



Status:

Previously refused for  202 dwellings under
application ref 14/02064/OUTN and appeal
withdrawn.

Further application 15/01582/ OUTN for
Outline application for residential
development of 175 dwellings, highways
and associated infrastructure, public open
space and landscaping was refused on 4th
Dec 2015 for a number of reasons (see
decision notice). These included:

● Being an unsustainable form of
development within the countryside

● Loss of agricultural land

● Impact on landscape character

● Loss of hedgerow and trees

● Less than substantial harm to the setting
of designated heritage assets without
sufficient public benefit to outweigh the
harm

● Lack of legal agreement to secure the
following:  highway improvements,
affordable housing, public open space
improvements, primary school capacity,
public art and sustainable drainage
measures.

It is considered that little has changed since
the previous refusal reasons



Status:

No current planning applications

Key Concerns:

● The site suffers from surface
water flooding and potential
mineral extraction constraints.

● Archaeology

● Impact of Public Rights of Way

● Landscape impact to the north

● Potential minerals extraction
area



Status:

No current planning applications

Key Concerns

● Landscape impact

● Extensive tracts of land
which contain valued views

● Impact on the setting of
designated heritage assets

● Overhead pylons

● Archaeology

● Potential minerals extraction
area



Status:

No current planning applications

Key Concerns

● Landscape impact

● Extensive tracts of land which contain valued views

● Impact on the setting of designated heritage assets

● Overhead pylons

● Archaeology

● Potential minerals extraction area



Status:

No current planning applications

Previous applications withdrawn

17/02474/PDPN &
17/02467/FULLN

Small site for 3 dwellings



Conclusions

A detailed assessment of both the site assessment matrix and
previous SHLAA/SHELAA findings as well as previous
applications, appeals and Local Plan Inspector’s comments has
highlighted site CHA1 as having the most favourable scoring of
all those assessed.

The previous SHLAA, SHELAA and assessments by Local Plan
and Appeal Inspectors have all concluded that the site could
be developed without undue harm.

The site is suitable, available (this has been confirmed with
the landowner) and viable for development and could be
proposed as an allocation in the Neighbourhood Plan.

SITE RANKING



Goch Way/ Peake Way
development

Previously part of SHLAA
019 site - this part of the

site is currently being
developed and is now

called Peake Way

SITE CHA1

(Previously part of SHLAA
019 site - this area was not
included for development
as part of the proposals
and currently remains

undeveloped)

SITE CHA1

Goch Way/ Peake
Way development

site

PROPOSED SITE
ALLOCATION


